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For the New Collector

New Pursuits
By George

Stamps and even coins are issued in such profusion
that collectors of such trinkets have little difficulty finding
new items to add to their collections. Stamp collectors
have even gone into topical collecting which provides
them with a wide range in which to search for new speci-
mens. However, as currency collectors we get precious
little interest from stamp and coin collectors or even
from dealers. And certainly we don't get many new
items to add to our collections when the Treasurer of the
United States and the Secretary of the Treasury change
office so seldom. Furthermore, when a new officer is
appointed and we get a new note, the uninitiated think it
is just like its predecessor when we exhibit our collections.

Of course, if you have unlimited funds and time you
can pursue and obtain a beautiful collection of the old
dollars. However, I will assume that you have neither
unlimited funds nor time and yet that you enjoy the
thrill of the search. If this is the case and you can afford
to tie up a few dollars for a while, you might find that
one of the following pursuits offers exciting possibilities.

1) Procure a dollar with each available combination
of letters in the serial number. You might attempt this
either for all of a given series or for a given signature
combination from a particular series. You may be sur-
prised at how elusive some letter combinations are in
some series. Of course, you should always attempt to
secure notes in the best possible condition. You may also
be surprised and pleased about how much you will learn
about the production of our currency from such a pursuit.

In the 1957 series of one dollar bills the following let-
ter combinations are available:

Anderson's signature: A..A, B..A, C..A, etc. to Z..A,
A..B, and B..B, except for 0..A.

Dillon's and Smith's signatures (1957 A): A..A, B..A,
C..A etc. to Q..A, except for 0..A.

Dillon's and Granahan's signatures (1957 B): Q..A, R..A,
S..A, T..A, U..A, and will probably continue through
Z..A and A..B, B..B, etc.

In the 1957 series star notes may be found that end with
A, B, C, and D.

In the 1957 A series star notes end with A only.

W. Killian

In the 1957 B series star notes end with both A and B.

Probably the most elusive notes will be the 1957 *--D,
the 1957 B Q..A, and the 1957 B..B.

2) Another very interesting approach is to attempt to
reconstruct a sheet of bills as they were before being cut
apart at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Unless
you are Mr. Dillon, you probably will be unable to actu-
ally reconstruct a true sheet. However, as a reasonable
alternative try to get one note from each of the 32 pos-
sible positions from the 1957 series. Each of the 32 posi-
tions can be identified by a number and letter in the upper
left corner on the obverse. The letters are from A to H,
and the digits from 1 to 4 inclusive are used with each of
the eight different letters. The collection will have the
greatest appeal if it is completed with a single series and
signature. Or try to obtain a set of 32 with the same
first and last serial number letter on each of the 32 notes.

As an even more difficult goal you might try to get
all 32 positions from a given face plate (i.e. all with the
same plate number in the lower right corner on the ob-
verse). Or you might try to get all 32 positions in star
notes. As you can see, there are several ways of forming
this collection, but you should always strive for notes in
the best possible condition.

3) Search for notes having serial numbers with un-
usual appeal, such as all the same digit, or consecutive
digits, or your address, or phone number, etc.

I believe you will find any one of these pursuits re-
warding and interesting, and it will have the following
advantages:

a] You will learn more about our currency.
b] You will remain active and interested in the

hobby.
c] You will get new bills more quickly and in

better condition..
d] You may find rewarding contacts through your

banker or fellow collectors.
el You will be able to enjoy the thrill of the chase.
f] You will have an interesting way to save some

money and an excellent source for funds when
you need them.
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